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Arakwal people of the Bundjalung nation. 
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traditional custodians and elders of this land. 
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owners of wherever this magazine is read.

Club Paradiso
Come for the fun, stay for the best membership 
in town. Join the club and receive our OUT NOW 
newsletter – you will be the first of your friends 
to find out when our latest issue is hitting the 
streets; you’ll get a mid-mag-month sneak peak 
at the amazing features we are putting together 
for your reading pleasure; AND you will be the 
first to be invited to all of the very exciting 
Paradiso events such as Breakfast Club. 

Sign up now.

thisisparadiso.com.au/club

Cover image– Alana Potts
@alanapotts

When the 
flowers bloom 
...
There’s a visible shift in the air 
when Spring arrives, suddenly 
we feel ready to burst out of 
our wintery cocoons, as though 
our ‘reset’ button has been 
pushed. And while the recent 
fires reminded us of the harsher 
side of the warmer months, this 
issue we herald the coming 
of Spring with playfulness, 
curiosity, and a gentle 
wonderment at the cycle’s of 
nature. 

Team Paradiso ;) xx

“The beautiful Spring came; and when Nature resumes 
her loveliness, the human soul is apt to revive also.” 
– Harriet Ann Jacobs

THIS IS PARADISO+ WELCOMEHELLO
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Win! Win!! Win!!!
Join Club Paradiso to win

Oh, it’s just too good to be true! Join the 
Club and you could be the lucky winner of 
a Seed & Sprout bundle. You’ll have lunches 
sorted with these sustainable, eco goodies 
including a drink bottle, bamboo utensil 

pouch and a lunch bag. Taking care of our 
planet is numero uno – so do your bit! To 

win – we’ve made it super easy – simply visit 
thisisparadiso.com.au/club and sign up to 
Club Paradiso. Thank you Seed & Sprout!  

@seedandsproutco

Calling all Creatives
Creatives working in the Northern Rivers are invited to 
apply to join Northern Rivers Creative – an online directory 
designed to support creative ambition and promote our region’s 
talents to global audiences. Launching in September, the 
platform works closely with a growing network of creatives to 
provide innovative and exclusive professional development 
opportunities. An initiative of Arts Northern Rivers, the platform 
aims to promote our unique region, which is home to the 
highest concentration of creatives outside of metropolitan 
areas. Northern Rivers Creative celebrates our thriving creative 
diversity, featuring a range of categories including creative 
services, visual arts, design, Indigenous arts, literature, music, 
performance and screen. With quality-controlled content  
and specified searching, Northern Rivers Creative is the  
easiest way to access creative talent and the region’s latest  
news in arts and culture. 
To find or be found, visit northernriverscreative.com.au

Undermined: Tales from the 
Kimberley
Australia’s vast and unspoiled 
Kimberley region is under threat, 
with mining, pastoralism and 
irrigated agriculture driving 
an unprecedented land grab. 
Undermined investigates the 
politics of an area now branded 
“the future economic powerhouse 
of Australia,” and what this 
means for our First People and 
their unique cultural landscapes. 
Clean Coast Collective presents 
a special Byron Bay screening on 
21 October at Palace Cinemas. 
All ticket proceeds go towards 
the film’s impact campaign to 
support Aboriginal Enterprise in 
the Kimberley, and more. Book 
your tickets before 11 October 
at fan-force.com/screenings/
undermined-palace-cinemas-
byron-bay/ 

October–November

Top 5 to look out for:

01–
The Returning  

— Spring Gathering 
The seasonal women’s  

gathering created by Ella Noah 
Bancroft is back in Spring on 
Saturday, 19 October. Gather 

in the hills for a day of learning, 
moving, and evolving. 
thereturning.com.au

02–
Breakfast Club 06 

Our brekkie gathering with  
The Corner Palm is back on 

Friday, 25 October. Join us for 
two speakers sharing their 

thoughts on the theme JOY! 
thisisparadiso.com.au/

breakfastclub

03–
The Bucha of Byron 

This springtime weather is 
perfect for enjoying the sweet 
tropical vibes of The Bucha’s 
Tropical flavoured kombucha, 

brewed with passionfruit, mango 
and a touch of lime. Yum! 
thebuchaofbyron.com.au 

04–
The Branches opens Saturdays!
October welcomes many things 
– daylight saving, warmer beach 

days and incredible coffee 
and food enjoyed in the warm 

spring sunshine at The Branches. 
Previously enjoyed at a weekday 
pace, Pat and Tam are opening 
their doors, coffee machine and 
kitchen on Saturdays. Bring your 

favourite magazine, order an 
incredible breakfast and enjoy a 

slow start to your weekend.
@thebranches_

05–
Byron Bay International Film 

Festival
Sometimes we have to pinch 

ourselves that for a (relatively) 
small town, we do have a 

LOT of incredible arts and 
culture festivals, and one of 

our favourites, Byron Bay 
International Film Festival is 

coming up in October! Join the 
annual celebration of local and 

international films.  
18-27 October, Byron Bay

bbff.com.au

The Good News is—

‘Introspection' by Kate Holmes – image courtesy of the artist (Kate is just one of the 
amazing creatives found on Northern Rivers Creative).

BREAK-
FAST 

CLUB
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Apart from the occasional time that 
my mum would coax us kids into 
helping her weed the garden, I can’t 
say that I’ve ever really given much 
thought to weeds. They were a pest in 
my mind – I would drive past a clump 
of Lantana and shake my head at this 
invasive species ‘taking over’ the land. 
My dear friend, Kobi, the head gardener 
and weed lover at 96 Bangalow, a 
local regenerative agriculture project, 
has completely transformed my 
understanding of weeds and the land 
in general. Her Wilder Garden at 96 
Bangalow is a magical forest of edible 
foods which I love hanging out in.

For the 
love of 
weeds

WORDS– 
Nat Woods
@nat.woods_

PHOTOS– 
Alana Potts
@alanapotts

MUSE– 
Kobi
@wilderway

LOCATION– 
96 Bangalow
@96bangalow

THE WILDER GARDEN
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Beautiful Kobi, tell us how you came to be a gardener at 96 
Bangalow?

The beginning of the story is that my mother is a permaculturalist, 
and she did her study when I was very young. She was a horticulturalist 
first, and that was her job when I was growing up. So I was observing 
her, she was taking me to college with her, and then taking me to work 
with her when she was doing peoples’ gardens where she would be 
landscaping and growing food for them. We were also foraging from a 
really young age – I’ve got a bit of an eagle eye on me for looking out 
for roadside food and she would also pull over if I observed something. 
So it built from there. I’ve always had a few pot plants since I was really 
young. And we always had food growing in the garden.

So 96 Bangalow came about because I was doing some work 
with Peter Hardwick with Harvest Restaurant in Newrybar – I was his 
apprentice. Peter is an amazing forager and mad scientist who has 
worked with Indigenous communities around Australia and has foraged 
most of his life – he’s just an incredible plant scientist and has been doing 
some amazing experiments with fermentation. We were going out and 
finding lots of native foods and weeds and using them to inspire the chefs 
to put them on the menu. And get people excited to solve a problem 
which he’s passionate about and I’m passionate about.
And what problem is that?

The problem of, generally, what I believe is just a disconnection 
from nature. A human disconnection from nature. And the problem 
expresses itself in that we harm the land and the environment around us, 
in many, many ways. You know, the bigger picture that everyone is aware 
of – the fact that things are falling apart around us – that disconnection 
is happening so slowly that we might not even notice how it’s happening 
in our own lives. But the simple action of going outside and learning 
about the plants around us, and just stopping and being present, being 
in our senses, smelling, touching, hearing the sounds around us, tasting 

things, new things – it just instantly reconnects us to that sense of wonder 
and oneness. Yeah, it’s beautiful. It’s magic. Obviously there are lots of 
chemical reasons to be out in nature but all of the reasons just bring 
us more in touch with the fact that what we see around us in nature is 
actually part of us and crucial to our survival.
Yeah, I think about this a lot. We are so aware of the impacts of 
what animals would feel if we kept them in a concrete cage, away 
from their natural habitats. But we don’t connect that to how we 
feel if we’re stuck in a concrete cage or concrete environment, 
and we forget that we’re just animals too, and we need that 
natural planet as well. It’s like, because we have this higher 
thinking, that we don’t need that connection.

Like we’re evolving beyond it or something?! It’s totally not true. 
We can’t evolve that fast. We can’t evolve past the fact that we are 
absolutely influenced by the environment around us. We’re so influenced 
by the structures around us – the feeling of the things that we walk on 
and touch and see. 
A lot of the responses to climate change are about ‘how can 
science get us out of this?’, but your response seems much more 
grassroots than that. How does your work play into the greater 
scheme of the planet and what we’re facing right now?

Hmm, great question. I fall into these panic states, asking myself 
what can I do to have the biggest impact and be the most efficient 
expression of my energy towards fixing the problem of climate change 
and planetary disaster that we’re creating. And over years and years of 
freaking out about it, I came back to this fact, that essential disconnection 
– as within, so without – we really are what we eat. And being able to 
draw our likeness between plants and animals and the life around us, 
I feel is one of the more important things that has brought me into a 
space of, I dunno, I feel like that’s where such huge change can happen. 
Because when people see how important the environment is to them, it 

almost becomes like family, it becomes like 
your child or your lover or your parent and you 
take care of it in a completely different way. It 
becomes more instinctual, more animal, more 
ferocious … it’s more of a force rather than a 
thought process. 

And so you know, even starting with 
food production – I’m a huge advocate for 
foraging for edible and medicinal weeds, which 
are basically plants that we believe aren’t in the 
right place. But weeds are in the right place, we 
just don’t generally understand it.
Explain that. Because we see weeds as 
these things that we have to ‘weed out’ 
and remove from our gardens.

Yeah. Weeds are essentially just a 
bandaid – weeds appear when we come along 
and stuff things up, when we neuter the ground 
and take away the root systems, the shade, and 
the protection of the soil. The soil is a living 
organism – it has microbes and fungi and all 
kinds of amazing ecosystems below our feet 
and below the surface and they need protection 
from the elements, the heat, and to be able 
to survive in the anaerobic environment, so 
certain microbes can move and breathe, all 
of these things are so important, but when 
humans came along we’ve taken away all that 
protection. We’ve put hard-hooved animals on 
the land, and we’ve done lots of clearing that 
has exposed the land – it’s like tearing our skin 
off and exposing our skin to the elements. So 
nature’s response to that is to spring up these 
amazing pioneering species that are super 
hardy and do this amazing job of proliferating 
and spreading everywhere. They grow really 
fast – we can think of lantana, different types 
of grasses, camphor laurel – and basically 
those plants come along to try to hold the 
soil together, to try to make those pathways 
for water and nutrients to move, to try and 
continue to mine the minerals from deep in 
the earth and bring them to the surface so new 
life can start on the surface. And in certain 
areas, if there’s really low sunlight, or lots of 
sunlight, specific seeds will germinate, and 
specific seeds will be able to tolerate those 
environments. Some incredible weeds have 
really deep roots and those deep roots are there 
to de-compact the soil in really compacted 
spaces, and other ones are replacing 
phosphorus that has disappeared from that 
topsoil, or other ones have really hair netty 
root systems that hold the top soil together so 
it doesn’t all erode. They’re the heroes of the 
plant world! They’re coming along to do the 
dirty work after we’ve stuffed things up.
Wow.

Totally wow! How crazy is it that we go 
along and rip them up?!

I mean I love humans, don’t get 
me wrong. It’s really a case of naivete and 
disconnection. My biggest joy is speaking 
about this at the moment because I think so 
few people are aware of what’s happening, and 

you can’t blame people when they don’t know 
the truth.
Let’s talk about the example of lantana 
then – what is it doing and how do we then 
regenerate land where lantana is?

Lantana is doing a similar thing, it’s 
covering bare land, and it has gotten to a point 
where its spread into the forest. There should 
be, in a forest ecosystem, a number of layers 
of growth. Lantana has come through and has 
replaced a couple of those different storeys – 
the lower storeys which should be there but 
have been neglected and stripped from our 
forests in a lot of places. Especially where 
camphor laurel shows up, they don’t allow a 
lot of things beneath them, but lantana is one 
of those plants that can come along and grow 
there. Lantana can conquer that and move 
in and move across land – it’s protecting the 
land. If you ever pull back a clump of lantana 
and look at the soil beneath it, it is often so 
rich and so full of life and fungi and beautiful 
ecosystems. It’s giving the soil an opportunity 
to breathe and regenerate and get ready for the 
next thing.
So what would you do if you had to 
remove a patch of lantana?

It needs to be worked with little by little. 
For anyone wanting to regenerate land, it needs 
to be done in increments. And when you clear 
something, you need to understand that the 

first instinct of nature is to cover up that bare 
space, which is so imperative for the soil – the 
bare skin, the flesh of the earth – so you need 
to create a forest like environment, if you can 
bring mulch in, if you can bring in leaf litter, do 
a little bit and plant some trees and seedlings 
in that space, and then come back through and 
take out any of the weed seedlings that come 
back through. It’s a slow process in natural way. 
The use of glyphosate in bush regeneration is 
actually killing quite a number of seeds that 
have been sitting dormant in the earth for so 
long, waiting for the right opportunity to spring 
up. They just need the opportunity and the right 
circumstances to grow themselves.

It takes time and energy and that 
takes an investment that a lot of people aren’t 
willing to make because they don’t have the 
connection to the land or the understanding of 
what’s needed.
So tell us about edible weeds.

Obviously the number one thing about 
foraging for food in the wild is to be absolutely 
100 per cent sure that you’re identifying 
the right thing – which means consulting 
with someone who’s an expert or has the 
experience, or having a really good guide 
book, or a really great resource online. Safety 
is the number one priority – I always have to 
say that, because we do have quite a few really 
toxic plants in Australia. But I explain to my 
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students, that weeds are literally like the street fighters of 
the plant food world – they’re so badass! They’ve survived 
in environments where we haven’t nourished them or 
given them the perfect garden beds with food and sun, 
they have battled the elements and all kinds of things, and 
have survived, and when you ingest something that is a 
survivor and lives in that way, that has had to create an 
immune system to survive those harsh realities, you are 
ingesting the immune system of that plant and it is directly 
affecting your digestive system.

So in general, wild food is often so much more 
nutritious than any cultivated food that we could possibly 
eat, and that’s clear because a lot of the cultivated food 
we eat – lettuces, kale, brassicas, broccoli, and things 
like that, even carrots – they are just hybridised versions 
of these plants that we consider weeds that we have 
slowly bred into a sweeter, plumper, juicier versions of 
themselves to appeal to us. Those original versions are 
super jam-packed and incredibly full of goodness and 
often taste that way as well, so they have a really strong 
flavour and are a fair bit stronger than their hybridised 
distant cousins. 
And if we’re thinking of ourselves as a species 
within a habitat, then we’re under the same 
pressures that those weeds are under too, so if they 
can fight it, and we ingest that, then we’re going to 
fair better in that habitat.

Definitely. I think a term we could use to describe 
that is the ‘adaptogenic’ function of the foods that we 
eat – certain herbs have a special amount of nutrients and 
chemicals that help us adapt to our environment, adapt to 
stresses, help our adrenals, help our blood circulation – 
they have all kinds of amazing functions. And weeds have 
so often got much more of that capacity than regular foods 
– they’re more medicinal in that way. 
So what is your big hope and dream? If Kobi could 
transform the world, what would it look like?

Cool question. We’d stop poisoning the earth and 
start trying to live more in harmony with the earth. I think 
one really easy beginning would be decentralising food 
systems – people growing more food at home. The food 
system has to change in order for that to change. There 
are ways of managing plants and animals that we eat that 
are healthy for the soil and for the environment. But it’s all 
figure-outable! Let’s keep doing a bit of research, finding 
different ways and eating weeds so we get a little smarter!

1. Bracken Fern 
Pteridium aquilinum
Edibility: not advised, only with 
extensive preparation to process 
toxins.
Uses
Crush young fiddleheads onto 
insect bites and stings for relief.
Crush onto fungal infections.
Use large leaves for animal 
bedding, veggie garden/plant 
mulch.
Dry leaves burn well as biofuel.

2. Plantain leaf 
Plantago lanceolata
Edibility: use leaves fresh in 
salad, cooked, in tea.
Flavour: crisp, mildly bitter, 
mushroomy notes.
Uses
Spit poultice of leaves onto 
insect bites and stings for 
soothing relief.
Apply as poultice to quickly 
heal cuts, sores, minor skin 
infections.
Eat for gut health.
Tea for coughs and respiratory 
infection.

3. Sow Thistle
Sonchus oleraceus
Edibility: use leaves and stems 
fresh in salad, cooked, as tea.
Flavour: refreshing, green, 
slightly bitter.
Uses: Eat to treat infections, 
general inflammation, to 
support liver health, to regulate 
menstruation, purify blood, 
and as a general tonic and 
antioxidant.
Apply sap latex for wart 
removal.
Leaf poultice reduces 
inflammation and swelling.

4. Gotu Kola
Centella asiatica
Edibility: use leaves and stems 
fresh in salad, cooked, as tea.
Flavour: bitter, astringent, 
slightly sweet, buttery aftertaste, 
cooling.
Uses
Enhances cognitive function, 
memory and concentration, 
prevention of alzeimers.
Improves eyesight, circulation, 

vascular health, skin 
inflammation.
Aphrodisiac and reproductive 
tonifier.

5. Dandelion
Taraxacum vulgare
Edibility: use leaves fresh in 
salad, cooked, as tea, use roots 
fresh, dried or roasted as tea, eat 
flowers or ferment into wine.
Flavour: fairly bitter, astringent, 
drying, cooling.
Uses
Eat leaves as a prebiotic, 
digestive tonic, antioxidant, 
multi vitamin and mineral 
supplement, anti-inflammatory.
Regulates blood sugar and 
pressure, cholesterol, improves 
metabolism and immunity, 
calms heat and irritation.
Drink tea or eat fresh leaves 
as urinary tract and kidney 
tonic and to expel excess fluid 
retention and fatty liver issues.
Regulates hormones and 
stimulates mothers lactation.

6. Yellow Dock
Rumex crispus
Edibility: young leaves eaten 
raw in moderation, or cooked.
Flavour: crisp stems and young 
leaves with slightly sour and 
astringent rhubarb flavor.
Uses
Eat for liver health, assists in 
treating parasitic, bacterial or 
fungal infections.
Purifies blood, is rich in vitamins 
and minerals, anti-inflammatory, 
eaten to soothe pain and swelling 
in the respiratory tract.
Eaten or applied to assist relief 
of psoriasis, dermatitis, rashes, 
swelling, bleeding, itching and 
stings.

The Wilder Garden 
Foraging Guide

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

“But the simple action 
of going outside ... it just 
instantly reconnects us to 
that sense of wonder and 
oneness.”

GROW THE WILDER GARDEN
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How many of us have childhood memories of going to the supermarket? 
A bit of an adventure getting the trolley, seeing all the colourful 

packaging, pushing our parents’ limits of what treats we can wrangle 
out of them. But just because it’s nostalgic doesn’t mean it’s right. 

There are many of us who ask too many questions and by doing so have 
tapered our food purchasing habits to a more thoughtful approach. Not 
saying that our parents were bad, but their conventionalist upbringings 

didn’t have access to the same information that we do. 

Can the food 
systems we need be 
accessible for all?

WORDS– 
Olivia Evans 
@olivia__evans__

@fleetrestaurant

It’s as simple as this – food is a product of nature and 
human intervention. We need it to survive. 

There are a select few people, lesser known 
heroes, who dedicate their lives to dealing with this 
most unreliable variable as a source of livelihood and 
income. Luckily for the rest of us earth-dwellers, it quite 
literally sustains us. Shopping for food in a supermarket 
is the exact analogy of how far removed we have 
become from community and the land. 

Living in Byron Bay provides an opportunity to 
shop for food produced by our region’s farmers four 
out of seven days a week. Impressive considering most 
of the time someone has removed themselves from the 
demands of their farm and has made the effort to set up 
and stand with their own food. If convenience doesn’t 
apply here, there is at least one health food shop or 
green grocer in each town. It’s hard to imagine the need 
for anything else, right? 

The community’s like-minded consciousness 
for health and attention towards farmers sets a great 
example. We should be proud of the votes that we make 
when handing over our money. But, unfortunately, the 
buck doesn’t stop here. 

Despite the Byron bubble, standing outside of 
any big chain supermarket on any night of the week 
is a jolt back to a reality that, if scaled up, is also the 
actuality of everywhere else in the world. Regardless 
of what most people would like to do, circumstances 
don’t always allow them to make a better choice when 
it comes down to feeding a family. We are incredibly 
privileged if have the financial means to buy food in the 
aforementioned ways. So how can we make food that 
has positive ramifications on the community and the 
environment accessible to everyone? 

As a western society, our relationship with food 
was compromised during the first forty years of the 
20th century when advances in engineering profoundly 
changed farming. During the 1950’s, sustainable 
agriculture was a topic of scientific interest but research 
concentrated on developing chemical approaches. 
The widespread belief that high global population 
would soon create worldwide food shortages pushed 
humankind to more harmful agricultural technology. This 
fear seems fairly irrelevant now when we consider that 
one third of food produced globally is wasted or lost. 

According to OzHarvest, Australia’s leading food 
rescue organisation, more than five million tonnes of 
food ends up as landfill, enough to fill 9,000 Olympic 
sized swimming pools. Food waste costs the Australian 
economy 20 billion dollars every year. 

An achingly truthful 2014 documentary Another 
Country, explores Indigenous actor David Gulpilil’s 
home in the remote Northern Territory community, 
Ramingining. Food shopping in Ramingining involves 
using credits to spend at the town’s singular shop. This 
is what is for sale: soft drink, packaged food, electronics 
and minimal fresh produce. Nothing at all which 
resembles our privileged, sunny return from the markets 
with our plastic-free baskets and feel-good smiles. 

The price of locally sourced food shouldn’t 
be a deterrent when statistically one in five bags of 
shopping in every household ends up in the bin. On a 
small budget you can still buy quality, fresh produce, 
cook simply and be more aware of food waste. It can be 
done. When we change the way we eat and use food, 
and move towards supporting small and local producers, 
we can create a movement that will eradicate intensive 
over-farming and secure a better food future for all. 

Weekly Farmers’ 
Markets:
New Brighton 
– Tuesday
Murwillumbah 
– Wednesday
Byron Bay 
– Thursday
Mullumbimby 
– Friday
Bangalow 
– Saturday

Donate to: 
OzHarvest 
ozharvest.org

EON Foundation
eon.org.au

the creative directory for the northern rivers

APPLY NOW
northernriverscreative.com.au                                        
@nrcreative__

Laith McGregor ‘Face’ (2019)
Collage mounted on archival paper, 32.0 x 24.0cm  

Image courtesy of Laith McGregor & STATION Gallery.

Specialty 
Coffee Roaster 
& Cafe

Mullumbimby
Industrial Estate 

@thebranches_

BOOK ONLINE
northcoastmedicalcentre.com.au

24 Shirley St

Byron Bay

Phone 6685 8666

DOCTORS
Dr Anthony Solomon

Dr Rob Trigger 
Dr Bettie Honey

Dr Sally Ryan
Dr Maria Livera

OSTEOPATHS
Paul Orrock

Michael Dignan

NATUROPATH
Ayesha Amos

Art of
Medicine

Providing comprehensive medical care
for your health and wellbeing.
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From 
traditional to 
experimental

WORDS– 
Nat Woods
@nat.woods_

BEVERAGE LEGENDS– 
Stone & Wood
@stoneandwood

Stone & Wood seems to playfully exist in a sweet limbo 
between traditional ideas of what it means to be a 
brewery, and more contemporary experimentations with 
flavours and ingredients. In winter they released their 
annual Stone Beer, brewed ‘the old way’ with hot stones 
heated over a fire. And then throughout the rest of the 
year, Stone & Wood have been releasing their Counter 
Culture range, beers that go against the grain. 

Tell us how you balance this mix of old and 
new within the brand.

As a science and an art, brewing 
is centuries-old – there’s something really 
beautiful about adding our own unique 
touches to an ancient craft. At Stone & Wood 
we believe ‘less is more’, so our all-year 
beers – such as Pacific Ale, Green Coast Lager 
and Cloud Catcher – reflect this with quality 
ingredients, traditional brewing methods 
and their simplicity. Meanwhile, our team is 
brimming with creative ideas, so we channel 
these into our Counter Culture range – from 
raspberry Berliner Weisse to maple-rich 
French toast stout – and our Pilot Batch beers. 
Released in very limited volumes, our Pilot 
Batch program invites our brewers to get 
creative and brew with weird and wonderful 
ingredients, including things like native rosella, 
lactose, coffee beans and strawberries!
You’ve just released The Gatherer, a crowd 
favourite at the tasting room, which is 
now available to purchase in cans – what 
was the inspiration behind this less 
traditional beer?

Our climate makes the Northern 
Rivers a food bowl all-year-round, and so 
it made sense to play around with locally 
sourced produce. Originally, The Gatherer 
was a seasonal release brewed in homage to 
these ingredients, as well as the early brewing 
practice of adding local fruits, berries and herbs 
to the brew. The Gatherer of today, however, is 

more contemporary: brewed with watermelon, 
cucumber and mint, and best served in a 
stemless glass with a slice of citrus. It’s a drink 
that pushes the boundaries of ‘regular beer’. 
With its design-led cans and zesty fruit flavour, 
we want The Gatherer to invite even non-beer 
drinkers to enjoy beer in a fresh new way.
I must say I don’t know that much about 
brewing beer … but I assume watermelon 
and cucumber aren’t ingredients often 
found in a brewery. How do the brewers 
work their magic with these fresh 
ingredients?

While you might not find 
unconventionally fruity beers at every corner 
pub, brewing with ingredients like watermelon, 
cucumber and mint – and mango, chocolate 
and macadamias, for that matter! – is what 
showcases the potential of beer. The sky’s the 
limit for experimental brewers. As for The 
Gatherer, in the spirit of the original seasonal 
release, our brewers cut the cucumber and 
blend the watermelon by hand for every 
batch, before adding these and the mint post-
fermentation (the stage of the brewing process 
when the yeast has turned all the mixture’s 
sugars into alcohol and carbonation). 
Building on your ethos of being a village 
brewery – a brewery that serves the village 
and is part of the community – you’ve 
created InGrained Foundation which 
recently gave out a round of grants to 
local organisations. What sort of projects 

have been supported through this year’s 
grant round?

We established the inGrained 
Foundation in March last year to generate and 
direct funds to not-for-profits in the areas where 
we work and live, to help them strengthen 
and capacity-build for future generations. 
The inGrained Foundation ran the Northern 
Rivers Large Grants Program (March this year) 
to share $60,000 across three social and/or 
environmental projects in our region. Awarded 
$27,000, the SHIFT Project is an organisation 
that supports women who are homeless or at 
risk of homelessness, and who’ll use their grant 
to launch their Linen SHIFT social enterprise: 
a laundry service that provides training, 
employment and support to these women in the 
Byron Shire. The second and third recipients, 
Shaping Outcomes and Bangalow Koalas, will 
respectively put their grants toward kick-starting 
a free support service for local families with 
children with disabilities and toward building a 
koala corridor between Bangalow and Lismore. 
Any other exciting things on the horizon 
that you can share?

Besides the ongoing release of Counter 
Culture beers – keep an eye out for the next 
release in late September – and interesting 
creations coming out of the Pilot Batch 
program, we’re getting very excited to open 
our new brewery in Fortitude Valley, Brisbane! 
Watch this space for updates.

INGREDIENTS: As above.
SERVING SUGGESTIONS: A slice 
of citrus and fresh mint in a 
stemless glass.

WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: The 
surprise element: this is beer, 
not as you know it. 

The Gatherer – Tasting Notes
A refreshing beer with a twist of watermelon,  
cucumber and mint. 

FROM TRADITIONAL TO EXPERIMENTAL
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Smile and serve 
others
Hiromi sent me her address with a novella sized 
addendum attached to it. Apparently Google 
Maps had yet to document this portion of the 
world. As I followed the gravel track for a couple 
of kilometres under tall swaying eucalypts, 
heeding the gentle reminders to slow down from 
hand-painted speed limit signs, I rolled down my 
windows to welcome in the rush of birdsong.

WORDS & PHOTOS– 
Anna Hutchcroft
@annahutch_photo

MUSE– 
Hiromi Shibasaki
@hiromixnuts
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It’s hard to pin down Hiromi in words. She lives such a full life, and 
she’s come so far. Leaving a fast-paced corporate career to fight for the 
ocean, she led Japan’s chapter of Surfrider Foundation (an organisation 
that dedicates itself to the protection and enjoyment of the world’s 
oceans) for five years before finally finding her feet in Australia where 
she’s a chef, runs miso making workshops, hosts a monthly Japanese 
radio show on Bay FM, and guides Japanese tourists around the coast 
and hinterland. There’s no doubting it: she’s a lady of many talents.

Shaped by a love for the ocean, her love affair began by 
marvelling at the creatures under the surface, continued at the helm of a 
sail, wind surfing into the sea around Japan, and is sustained these days 
by surfing. She cut her teeth on the ocean. I asked her about what the 
ocean taught her, and she said, “You have to be mentally strong despite 
the conditions. Keep trying, be patient, and persistent about things. You 
have to be calm, because if you start to freak out then you start to really 
freak out, so you kind of have to control your mind. You’re the only 
one who can overcome your fears in the ocean. There are people to 
push you and support you, but at the end of the day you kind of have to 
make that step.”

She gave freely of her time for 3-4 years, volunteering with 
Surfrider Japan, and honing her skills as an activist. When eventually 
she was asked to become CEO of Surfrider Japan, she said no. “And 
then they asked me again, and feeling a sense of responsibility with the 
position being offered to me, I took a deep breath and said yes.” Taking 

on the job just after the Fukushima meltdown, she felt eager to make 
some radical changes, and pushed up against the resistance reserved 
specifically for younger women in power.

Finding the balance between stepping into her role and working 
within the cultural norms of Japanese society, she felt it was immensely 
important that Surfrider Japan conduct its own research into the health 
of the ocean at that time. Relaying their findings to a growing number of 
surfers and ocean lovers globally who were very eager to hear the truth 
from a source other than the government. She garnered support with 
those who were ready to have their voices and concerns heard. The 
times were quickly changing, a change that was driven by both curiosity 
and fear about the ocean, as well as necessity for better representation 
from all genders and ages in the surfing community.

Hiromi fielded questions from communities, governments, 
and citizens eager to know how the nuclear meltdown would affect 
their lives. Having worked and owned a corporate business, she was 
familiar with bureaucratic systems. This knowledge added depth to the 
commonly held perception of environmentalists in Japan, and helped 
bridge the gap so that each side could better understand each other.

It’s a far cry from the caravan that her and her partner Damien 
share in a lush green paradise, and I ask her about her transition. “It’s 
been such a journey, to end up here. Quite a miracle, actually. I first 
came to Byron in 2011 and thought ‘this is the place I want to move 
to.’ It’s funny, whenever friends from Japan visit, they’re amazed and 

“It’s funny, whenever 
friends from Japan 
visit, they’re amazed 
and so envious of this 
lifestyle. It’s hard for 
them to even fathom 
life here from the strict 
expectations of Japan.”

so envious of this lifestyle. It’s hard for them to even fathom life here 
from the strict expectations of Japan. When they see the caravan set 
up, they’re like ‘Is this real, your everyday life?’ Most people in Japan 
live highly committed to their work life. Like people in the West too, 
they have such a thirst for reconnecting to nature but often not knowing 
how?” I offer, “Totally. And I feel so blessed that we have it on our 
doorstep.”

I ask her about how being exposed to nature has changed 
the way she lives. “Well, the tap just goes outside so we think about 
our waste water and our cleaning products, and of course that’s just 
common sense if you live in a place like this. I guess when you’re 
detached you become numb to your impact on the environment. But 
obviously everyone has an impact. The small space requires us to keep 
it minimal. The hot water systems run on solar, and it’s all rainwater, so 
when there’s no rain you have to be aware of how much you consume. 
But that’s the great thing about living in a tiny house. And we’ve got 
a tiny fridge as well, so we only buy what we need. Having limited 
storage, you become very aware of how much you have and how much 
you throw out as well. You see everything, and it makes you conscious 
of how you live, what your waste is, so you naturally become more 
sensible about your everyday choices.”

Hiromi spent part of her childhood in England, and her friends 
and family didn’t seem surprised that she would relocate to Australia. 
“Everyone said it made sense that I move to Australia so I can come 

into myself more. Friends say I seem free and happy. Language wise, 
the transition was easy, but culturally it took some time to get used to 
things or not to have expectations and not get upset about things. Being 
flexible and adaptable is an adjustment, and to learn to not be so rigid. 
I like things being organised and planned but I had to let go of a lot of 
that because it’s just a different mentality. But I think it’s just maintaining 
a good balance of who you are and what goes on around you.”

Sharing a slice of her culture here, she runs miso making 
workshops, and runs boutique tours for Japanese surfers and tourists 
wanting to explore the area. She learned to cook while living the 
corporate life, trying to balance the stresses of grueling long hours with 
home-cooked nourishing meals. “My husband at the time and I had 
pretty high powered corporate jobs. We bought a house when I was 
24, and we got a mortgage. Our future was set. We got an apartment 
overlooking the ocean, in Urayasu, just outside of Tokyo. It was really 
nice. It was easy to commute, but my partner and I were both working 
crazy hours, corporate jobs. Anyway, because we were so busy, at home 
on the weekend I would make some healthier meals. I started studying 
up about macro-biotics, and vegan, plant-based diets, and that’s how 
I kind of got into cooking. I started to get more interested and inspired 
by the plant-based movement and how food impacts the environment. 
I became a vegan for maybe five or six years and I felt good, you know? 
I was into farming, and sustainability, and it kind of led to the point that 
what I was doing to earn or sustain my life was kind of contradicting 
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my values and ethos about sustainability so I had to quit my corporate 
job. I didn’t want to be that kind of irresponsible person. The other thing 
was that although the corporate job was fast-paced and challenging, 
rewarding financially, and a source of so much professional growth, I 
just couldn’t do it for the rest of my life. I thought I’d just become one 
of those robots without interest or passion and that was really boring. 
My dad was a bit shocked when I left, he was like ‘you know you’re 
screwing up your life’ because he’s a committed, dedicated man. A part 
of that old generation, who’s worked his ass off for the same company 
for his entire life. He just couldn’t understand why you would leave 
such a good job and go with something that’s unsure. I still don’t think 
he really gets it.”

Now a fully fledged cook, she holds her own in Bayleaf’s fast-
paced kitchen and manages to cook delicious food in the limited space 
of the caravan. She beams when I ask her about the things she creates 
here. “It’s efficient! There are four gas burners, which is probably no 
different to a house. The oven works, but the only thing is there’s not 
much bench space, and it’s a pretty small sink, so you have to cook and 
wash as you go, which is essential anyway. I guess as much as I love 
cooking, if I’ve been cooking for 10 hours a day, I just have a simple 
healthy meal and don’t cook anything too gourmet. But I love to make 
ramen. We’ve been doing that a lot this winter. I make the broth with 
my miso.”

The afternoon sun creeps behind the caravan as I say goodbye 
to Hiromi and Damien, but not before I get a tour of all of Damien’s 
retro lawn ornaments which Hiromi eyes off dubiously. Joining in on the 
farewell is a flamingo, a currawong, a swan, and a koala. 

WORDS TO INSPIRE–

01 .  SIMPLICITY

02.  CONNECTION

03.  OCEAN

04.  CHANG ES

05.  PASSION
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A cave of incredible wonders, 
Jatana Interiors sees the 
artistry in tiles, old and new.

Owner
Sonya Marish
Federal NSW
(for directions to 
the showroom email 
info@jatanainteriors.com.au)

@jatanainteriors

Can you describe the Jatana Interiors 
concept?

The Jatana Interiors concept is about 
being very hands on with projects. We keep it 
personal and original – each client is unique 
and has their own idea of what they would like 
to create. It’s important to me that this objective 
is achieved. I am all about working with the 
client to fulfill their vision. I want the visit to 
the showroom and the personal attention they 
receive to be an experience. I want people to 
feel inspired by what they can do and achieve. 
What beauty will we discover in your 
showroom?

A combination of genuine antique tiles 
salvaged from many European and Middle 
Eastern countries. These pieces of history are 
being ripped out, salvaged and then recycled 
and reborn into new spaces, so their history 
continues on and is appreciated in a new 
location. I am still, after so many years, amazed 
at the durability of these tiles. They have been 
walked on for so many years and are now able 
to be reused in a new interior. They are pieces 
of art that have developed their own special 
patina, which is so hard to replicate. I have 

also developed my very own range which is 
varied in style in order to cater to a variety of 
tastes. Everyone has a different eye so having 
a large range gives the client plenty of options 
and we can narrow these options down to get 
the correct tile for each space. I also have a 
stunning range of terracotta and glazed tiles.
How do you find your unique pieces?

I travel to find my unique pieces which 
is a lot of fun! However, I find a design and 
visualise it in a space – if I can visualise it 
and see the design working then I am happy 
and know that it belongs in the range. Prior to 
starting Jatana Interiors in 2007, I spent more 
than a year researching tiles and collecting 
unique pieces until I slowly had a range that I 
was proud to present to the world.
What do you love about working in your 
community?

All the incredible inspiring people I 
meet. There are so many creative minds in 
this part of the world and being a part in their 
project is so rewarding. It takes a team of minds 
and hands to create a build, whether it’s a 
simple reno or a complete new build.
Where do you find inspiration?

I find inspiration mainly from my travels. 
I source a lot of my inspiration from my early 
days spent in India, South America and Europe. 
I used to love finding the most unique and 
intricate old fabrics in the flea markets. From this 
passion I ended up with a collection that I sold 
at the markets, which then led me to actually 
study design. I wanted to create these beautiful 
designs on a hard surface – tiles! Then I became 
completely obsessed and ended up with a very 
large range of designs now in my showroom. 
What is your favourite item in the 
showroom at the moment?

This is a hard question! I love something 
new every day. Sometimes I fall back in love 
with a tile I have not looked at or given any 
attention to in a long time. It’s actually a 
universal energy. It happens so often, when 
a tile that has been on the shelf for so long 
becomes the one that everyone will want 
at the same time. I can’t tell you how often 
that happens. I love that. If I had to say what 
was my favourite item in the showroom 
today, I would say the new Terracotta Lily 
Tile in combination with the stunning Riviera 
Terracotta Tile.

Jatana 
Interiors lightayurveda.com.au@lightayurveda

MARTIN – AYURVEDIC PRACTITIONER

OFFERING AYURVEDIC CONSULTATIONS
AND TREATMENTS

AVAILABLE AT THE MUDITA INSTITUTE 

55 STUART ST, MULLUMBIMBY

PHONE: 0413 865 368
EMAIL: martin@lightayurveda.com.au

Just for the Collectors

We know who you are. You are one of us. 
You love magazines. And we mean LOVE 
magazines. Your friends might not ‘get 
it’, but we do. That panic when you know 
a new issue has come out and you just 
NEED IT. You need it more than anything 
you have needed before. That moment 

it arrives – it’s still crisp, untouched. 
Oh, that smell ... Don’t agonise over not 
having ALL issues of Paradiso neatly lined 
up on your coffee table – go online and 
complete your collection.

thisisparadiso.com.au/buy
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I take myself and my experiences 
too seriously. Maybe a lot of us do. 
I realised this while sitting among a 
crowd, listening to a talk at the Byron 
Writers Festival. The scene played 
out like this – Mandy Nolan, local 
comedy legend was hosting Humour 
in Fiction: How to Hit the Funny Bone, 
interviewing authors Barbara Toner 
and Toni Jordan. They were sharing 
where and how they find inspiration to 
write funny stories. Then, something 
shifted in me as they spoke about 
the art of playing with an idea and 
how they have fun analysing common 
human experience. 

... embracing joy, 
and letting go of 

seriousness

WORDS– 
Amber Gibson
@twobobsworth

I realised that I could use this form of imaginative play in my own life, even if I 
am not planning to write a book. Surely searching for humour in hard situations, 
is more beneficial than ruminating in the darkness. My technique thus far, 
when tough times approach, is to become as stiff as a board, hop straight into 
flight mode and take off on a sporadic holiday. I don’t always find the relief I’m 
screaming for.

Toner said her technique to harness the hysterical comes naturally. She 
sees life as absurd and by adopting this perspective, is able to observe experiences 
in a more playful way. This shift in focus allows her to let go of seriousness and 
step right into silly mode.

So why does this art of play seem lucrative and important? And if the 
regular human wants to play more, how do we let go of seriousness to embrace 
joy?

Firstly, there are a lot of things adults have to take seriously and therefore 
stress about; voting, recycling, childbirth, nuclear weapons, health, bills, work, 
savings, what movie to watch on Netflix and the ever increasing price of a latte. 
‘Mucking around’ is usually not on the list.

But maybe it should be.
Different forms of play are currently being used to help adults relieve 

stress, improve creativity, increase brain function, enhance relationships, learn 
productive risk-taking behaviour, build energy, and process trauma; ultimately 
counteracting the list of responsibilities above. 

Imaginative play such as storytelling, painting, drawing, or crafts are not 
the only way to reap the benefits either. Trying to do a handstand, dancing, going 
on a rollercoaster, playing board games or a sport all pass the test, as long as the 
activity does not have a particular purpose. From research, it appears the weirder, 
the wilder, the better.

Whether it be in solitude or with a group, Stuart Brown – a pioneer in 
research on play – said ‘if its purpose is more important than the act of doing it, 
it’s probably not play.’ Play is for the pure joy of being.

Brown notes that curiosity and exploration are two wonderful qualities 
ignited by play. If I reflect on my own form of escapism of flitting off to foreign 
countries, curiosity and exploration are significant drivers in the purpose of the 
quest. So what if, instead of spending squillions on a getaway to destress, I tried to 
learn something new at home? Or at least enquired into something unfamiliar? To 
mix up the everyday grind. Just for fun, to ensure my dear friend, joy, visits often. 

And then of course, there is laughter. Play provides a foolproof 
environment to cross your legs, throw your head over your stomach and howl in 
delight, especially if you’re laughing at yourself. We’ve all heard that laughter is 
the best medicine but as mental illness skyrockets, emerging research highlights 
the importance of having a giggle for healing and resilience.

This year, the first systematic review and meta-analysis on laughter-
inducing therapies reported that laughter might be useful in improving depression, 
anxiety, and stress. In more specific circumstances, another study found that 
laughter exercises were an effective therapy for psychiatric nurses suffering burn 
out. Another showed laughter improved lung function. 

There is plenty of research, theories and applications out there reporting 
on the benefits of low cost, simple interventions like laughter. So it’s no joke. 
Cracking up more is being prescribed by doctors.

For many, treating play seriously is paying off. If we take a leaf out of 
Barbara Toner’s book and acknowledge that life can be absurd then maybe we 
can ease up on ourselves a bit. For play can be used as a self-care tactic when you 
need to ease the seriousness of everything else, even if that leaves you acting a 
little out of the ordinary. 

The art 
of play

PLAY AND LAUGH
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You recently spent nine months in the Amazon with the 
Shipibo people, listening to their stories, their knowledge, 
and learning their language and customs. Tell us a little 
bit about the NGO that brought you there and the work 
that they do. Where were you?

I was living in Yarinacocha, in the Ucayali Region of 
the Peruvian Amazon. Yarina neighbors Pucallpa, the largest 
city in the Ucayali region. I worked at a local non-profit called 
Alianza Arkana, committed to community-based regenerative 
solutions in the Peruvian Amazon. Primarily Alianza Arkana 
focuses on intercultural health, permaculture and forestry, youth 
development, and language revitalisation projects, and works with 
the Shipibo-Konibo. I am particularly interested in birth practices, 
traditional midwives and plant medicine. Alianza Arkana is also 
working on a new project. Teaming up with the young Shipibo 
artists, they have created the first art and design collective 
comprised of young artisans and fashion designers. They have 
named it Kenete. ‘Kene’ are the traditional designs and patterns, 
and ‘nete’ means universe, or design. In this collective, the young 
Shipibo have been taught by elder grandmothers who still practice 
threatened traditions of weaving and natural dyes.
Describe the people you stayed with.

I lived with a Shipibo-Konibo family originally from 
Paoyan, but who were now living in Yarinacocha. I spent most 
of my days with a 74 great-grandmother and her first cousin, a 
55 year old great-grandmother and their families. It is difficult to 
describe the love, wisdom and the care of these women. They 
became, and now are, my family. They carry deep ancestral 
knowledge and are experts when it comes to medicinal plants 
and healing. 

Good People

WORDS & PHOTO– 
Anna Hutchcroft
@annahutch_photo

MUSE– 
Katherine Rothschild
@katherine_rothschild

Alianza Arkana
@alianzaarkana 

Having just moved back to the US after 
nine months in the Peruvian Amazon, 
Katherine Rothschild, a social activist and 
Shipibo advocate, chats with us about 
fires, healing and wisdom.

Katherine 
Rothschild
– Alianza 
Arkana
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How has the Shipibo way of living changed in recent times?
There are between 30-35,000 Shipibo according to the most 

recent census. Many Shipibo, and other Amazonian groups, are 
moving to the cities for opportunities. For the Shipibo, most come to 
Pucallpa so their children can have higher education, but the urban 
lifestyle comes at a cost. Having to leave behind their chacra, or farm, 
where they plant their yuca, plantains, watermelon and other fruits, 
they also move away from their access to rivers, where they could 
fish and live more sustainably with the land. Unfortunately, the city 
often fails to deliver on its promised opportunity and the Shipibo also 
face discrimination. Many are desperate to find work, and their expert 
knowledge and wisdom about the land and plants are not able to serve 
in the context of the metropolis.
What was an average day like for you?

I’d wake up with the sun rising over la laguna de Yarinacocha, birds 
chirping, roosters howling, and take the boat into the market with my two 
grandmothers. We first would pick out the fish for the day – they had such 
an eye for finding the freshest fish and could tell just by poking it with their 
finger. After the market, and saying hello to family members we ran into 
there, I would either go visit the extended family with the grandmothers 
or I would stop by the Alianza Arkana office for a bit. We shared the office 
with ARIAP (Association Raices Indigenous Amazonicas del Peru). Here I 
would connect with colleagues and make headway on my investigation on 
maternal and child health. After lunch, I would head back out on a boat 
home and spend the afternoon with the grandmothers while they cooked 
and crafted their art. I’d watch the sunset from the dock and in the evenings 
we would gather round in the grandmother’s bedroom and listen to Shipibo 
radio together, catching up on the daily news and announcements from 
other Shipibo families and communities. 
What drives you in your work and life?

I think this answer is ever evolving. For the majority of my life it 
has been the drive to create a more just world, and in the grand scheme 
of things, this still stands. I would also add the thirst for expansions, for 
knowledge, for beauty, for joy and to bathe in exquisite nature. 

But right now, as the fires are burning throughout the Amazon, 
the fire inside of me to fight for this land and protect our earth is growing 
larger and larger. This comes along with my drive to protect women. We 
all know there is a massive connection between women and the earth, 
for she is Mother Earth, isn’t she? 

I am interested in the connection between violence against 
women and the violence against the earth, the deforestation of the 
Amazon, the burning of the Amazon and how this relates to women. As 
a survivor of domestic violence, I am also committed to healing women 
from trauma, and this is part of another reason while I initially went to the 
Peruvian Amazon, to heal from an abusive relationship.
What kind of work is being done to revitalise the language?

Due to the size of the Shipibo-Konibo, many linguists suggest this 
is a language that in the next few generations could be on its way out. A 
dear friend of mine is an anthropologist and linguist and is married to a 
lovely Shipibo woman, who is also a dear friend of mine. He has lived 
with the Shipibo for more than 16 years and has recently worked with 
a group of Shipibo professors and experts on revitalising the language. 
They have rewritten the dictionary, as the dictionary was first written by 
missionaries. They have also created a nightly radio program that the 
Shipibo experts host, which has quickly become the most popular radio 
show. This program is carried out 100 per cent in Shipibo and is recorded 
so in the future they have the records of the language.
How is information passed down in the Shipibo community?

Through word, through song, through spending time with the 
elders. In relation to healing, the plants teach them through periods of 
strict isolation, behavioural and dietary restrictions. 
According to WWF, almost 73,000 fires have been recorded in the 
Amazon rainforest already this year – 85 per cent more fires than 
were seen in the whole of 2018. What can we do to help?

The fires in Brazil are intentional, people must realise that. They 
have stemmed from the politics of the Brazilian president, Jair Bolsonaro. 
Obviously, they also burn because of our rate of consumption and the 
companies that capitalise and profit from deforestation. Bolivia and Peru 
don’t get much airtime for the fires that continue to ravage the forest 
there, so it’s important to be cognisant of how widespread the problem is. 

We must take action, we cannot forget about these fires, we 
cannot lose sight of the violence against the lungs of our earth. We must 
also remind ourselves that the people who can best protect the forests are 
the Indigenous people. Right now there are more than 3,500 fires burning 
on nearly 150 Indigenous territories. It is also crucial to remember that 
Brazil is one of the most dangerous countries in the world for land 
defenders. The situation is grave. It is urgent and we cannot give up. We 
must fight for the future of this planet, for the future of humanity.
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My first encounter with Marli was on my second shift of a new job. I made 
coffee, he washed dishes and we’d giggle over nonsense. But it wasn’t until 

recently – when he was hanging up artwork at the cafe – did I realise that he 
wasn’t just the dishy, or a high school kid or even your average 18 year old. 

Marli is an incredibly humble, multi-faceted artist with an undeniable thirst 
for creating, which can be seen across the plethora of mediums he works 
with. From sculpture and film to painting and sewing, Marli’s relationship 

with art has become such an intrinsic part of his everyday life that he can’t 
imagine being bored with ‘nothing to do’. My most recent encounter with Marli, 

however, was in his garage (turned bedroom, turned studio) where we sipped 
on tea and got chatting about his Brady Bunch childhood, the education 

system and how he explains art to be just like going to the toilet ...

Marli Maddison
Suffolk Park

an Encounter

When did you start making art? Do you remember 
the first time you created something?

The first time I knew that this was fun and felt 
good was probably around the age of 12. I used to spray 
paint on my old surfboards and then I started getting art 
supplies off my grandma for birthdays and Christmas 
presents before moving onto canvases. It just kind of 
happened and then gradually became a part of my life 
and who I am.
And now when you’re creating, how do you feel?

I’ve tried to explain this before but it’s just what 
I do, it’s kind of like going to the toilet, something you 
do every day. 
Do you find yourself sticking to a particular style?

Uh, I’m not sure. If you look at a painting I’ve 
done and a video I’ve made, they’re quite different 
yet they’ll both have that roughness to it. Nothing is 
perfect. Basically, my whole practice is just painting 
all over a canvas and then going back over it, trying to 
fix anything I fucked up. Sometimes it looks good and 
sometimes it looks a bit weird. 
Is that a sewing machine? Do you sew?

Uh yeah, I just give everything a go, why not.
You’re in a band, right? Do you enjoy making 
music?

(Smiling) It’s really fun because you’re part of 
a collective that’s making this sonic experience. There 
are some aspects that feel real cheesy like ‘I’m in a 
band’ and other aspects feel like ‘this is the best thing 
I could ever feel internally and externally’. I’ve had a 
lot of special moments with music and I feel like the 
best relationships I’ve ever had are with people I make 
music with.

What do you think about the schooling system?
I think it’s very limited and not very broad. It 

doesn’t help everyone, it only really helps a minority 
of people. Even myself, I do get a lot out of school but 
it’s not what I want to be doing. Also, I feel as though 
you’re doing stuff that you like at school but you’re kind 
of being forced to do it, which is weird.
Tell me about your family …

I grew up in Newcastle, mum was up here in 
Byron while I was growing up with dad in this crazy, 
Brady Bunch style household. We lived in this big house 
with a big backyard just running a muck – I couldn’t have 
asked for a better childhood. Even though my parents 
were separated, we were always having fun, we didn’t 
own an Xbox, we’d just go outside and go to the beach. 
What are your fondest childhood memories?

A lot of beach time, time doing things, not 
just sitting around. We always had something on 
because my dad would encourage that, he’d always 
say ‘come on, let's go’. That’s probably why I just try 
and do everything because I always want to be doing 
something. I don’t get it when kids are doing nothing, 
being bored.
What’s the best piece of advice/lesson your 
parents gave you?

Well, I’m just grateful that they gave me 
freedom. When I moved up here to live with mum at 
13, she just gave me total freedom. So I guess, just give 
people space. They’re both really great parents. Dad was 
always such a driving force for us to just do things, and 
also gave me freedom too. They both trusted me, a lot, 
I’ve never really been in much trouble with my parents 
because we respected each other. 
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How did you find yourself working 
in partnerships for your respective 
magazines? 
Leana: People and relationships – I have a 
natural tendency to gravitate to fostering and 
nurturing people, in both the corporate and 
non-corporate world. It’s innate. I have spent 
a lot of my life dedicated to movement and 
dance – being able to communicate is the 
natural dance of humans. It’s natural for me to 
understand the outcome of the client and then 
choreograph the steps to make it happen. 
Dianne: After a long and varied career in 
media sales for companies including Gourmet 
Traveller and MTV, I felt drawn to work for a 
business that aligns more with my personal 
values.

Advertising and partnerships can 
traditionally be a competitive and icky 
part of the corporate world – how do you 
do partnerships differently? 
L: I believe in support, honesty, growth and 
asking the right questions at the right time. It 
is a dance between allowing something to be 
natural and organic and meeting the demands 
of the business. Knowing how to be patient, 
allowing for the magic and when to strive –
DREAM BIG!
D: Ahh yes, but the necessary evil some would 
say! At Dumbo Feather we seek partnerships 
with businesses that are looking for deep 
engagement. Partners who align with our 
values (same as the B Corp principles).

What makes a good partnership 
relationship? 
L: Brand synergy and common goals. Having a 
like-minded approach or similar ethos aids the 
direction of the relationship and allows for real 
connection.
D: For us at Dumbo Feather, a good 
partnership includes transparency. I have 
worked in partnerships for more than 10 
years and my key learning is being honest 
when things don’t work. And most definitely 
celebrating what does work. Our partners are 
all about relationships as opposed to just being 
transactional.

In what ways do you think we all should 
be working together? Not just in the 
sense of partnerships, but in all roles and 
industries?
L: We need an inclusive approach to business 
goals, communication and giving others 
the support to reach their goals. Be tactile 
and allow space for ideas, projects and 
relationships to grow and develop.  
D: Collaboration. Actually have conversations 
with people doing the same work. Wouldn’t it 
be lovely if all the banks were doing amazing 
work? Meeting together to work out how to 
divest from fossil fuels.

What about your role excites you the 
most? 
L: What I love about my role most is working 
with the brilliant and talented minds of the 
Paradiso team and our clients. To be a part 
of something that focuses on community 
and creativity. I love seeing the platform we 
provide for growth, no matter how small or 
big a business might be. I see so much value 
in making conversation and in the art of 
relationship building. I love the potential, the 
possibilities and the voices we share. Oh and 
coffee :)
D: I love meeting people! I get to hear the 
most amazing stories of businesses doing 
amazing work to take care of the planet for 
future generations. Dumbo Feather is all about 
proving that purpose doesn’t have to come at 
the expense of profit. You can do both.

Sometimes partnerships 
in the corporate world can 
feel cold and transactional 
– I’ll give you this, but only 
if you give me that. But 
that competitiveness and 
fear of being ‘ripped off’ 
has distracted us from 
what a partnership in 
business can truly be. It’s 
not about what we can get, 
it’s about how we can lift 
each other up by working 
together. 

Leana Rack, our very own 
Partnership Manager 
at Paradiso, along with 
Dianne Cotter, Partnership 
Manager of our magazine 
crush, Dumbo Feather, 
share their thoughts on 
what it means to work 
together.

Leana Rack, Partnership Manager, 
Paradiso
@leanarack

Dianne Cotter, Partnership 
Manager, Dumbo Feather
@dumbofeather

Partnerships:
The art of collaboration

WORDS– 
Nat Woods
@nat.woods_
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"If you want to lift yourself up, lift up someone else."
– Booker T.  Washington

Photo by Alana Potts



The 
rise of 
She

Teeny Chain Thick and Thin by MARGAUX LEE. Vintage gold suit jacket Stylist’s own.

PHOTOGRAPHY–
Carly Brown
@_carlybrownphotographer_

STYLIST–  
Kirby Daniels
@kirbyleedaniels

MUSE–  
Ali Woolley
@ali_woolley

STOCKISTS–
margauxlee.com
thrills.co
lackofcolor.com.au

Soft, free motions of her powerful silhouette,
feel her strength and sense of self.

THE RISE OF SHE
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Maher Necklace, Vinnie Chain and Zodiac Pendant by MARGAUX LEE. Vintage tee by RETRO HEARTS CLUB. Hat by LACK OF COLOUR. On the 
opposite page, as above.

THE RISE OF SHE
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Zodiac Pendant, Teeny Chain Thick, Teeny Chain Thin, Eternity Bangle & Sonny Hoops by MARGAUX LEE.
Basic Tank Merch Black by THIRLLS CO. Vintage Suit Pants Stylist’s own.

THE RISE OF SHETHE GOOD LIFE+ BEAUTYFASHION
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Teeny Chain Thick and Thin, Sonny Hoops, Ali Ball Stud by MARGAUX LEE. Vintage Suit jacket Stylist’s own. On the opposite page Zodiac 
Pendant, Teeny Chain Thick, Teeny Chain Thin by MARGAUX LEE. Basic Tank Merch Black by THIRLLS CO. Vintage Suit Pants Stylist’s own.

THE RISE OF SHE
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On the opposite page Maher Necklace (pearls), Teeny Chain Thin, Teeny Chain Thick, Eternity Bangle, Ringo Mini Hoops by MARGAUX LEE.
Vinatage Top Stylist’s own.

THE RISE OF SHETHE GOOD LIFE+ BEAUTYFASHION
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October and November is a 
great time for ... 

MUSIC
Katie Noonan and Australian 
String Quartet A powerful 
collaboration playing together 
for the first time. Presented by 
NORPA. Friday, 1 November, 
Lismore City Hall. 
norpa.org.au

Bobby Alu Flow Local musician 
Bobby Alu releases his new 
album Flow on Friday 18 
October. Look out for more of 
Bobby’s cruisey island vibes in 
our next issue! 
@bobby_alu

FILM
Byron Bay International Film 
Festival Returning to our local 
screens from 18 to 27 October. 
Check out the official selection 
and grab your tickets. 
bbff.com.au

British Film Festival Palace 
Cinemas brings us films from 
the British Isles. Full program 
announced and tickets on sale 
9 October. Check the website 
for details. 30 October–13 
November, Palace Cinemas, 
Byron Bay.
britishfilmfestival.com.au

THEATRE
Cheeky: A variety show on 
acid Presented monthly by 
Brunswick Picture House. Book 
your tickets for the upcoming 
shows on 19 and 20 October, 
and 8 and 9 November. 
brunswickpicturehouse.com 

FOOD
The Global Vegan Ellie Bullen 
grew up in Lennox Head and 
now calls the Gold Coast 
home. Check out her new 
cookbook, The Global Vegan. 
Out now! 
@elsas_wholesomelife

CONVERSATION
The Human Group is a new 
weekly discussion group 
challenging us to appreciate 
and acknowledge our different 
perspectives when discussing 
a big issue. $5, 5.45pm, every 
Wednesday, at The Corner 
Palm, 1/16 Brigantine Street, 
Byron Bay

Get inspired—

Emma Walker: 
The Dark Sublime 

Walking in old-growth forests, one cannot help but notice the order with 
which they are arranged. These are places of staggering biodiversity. 
Trees and undergrowth appear to find their ideal positions, water is 
regulated, and nutrients cycled, climate and humidity is moderated. 
Looking up into the forest canopy, branches grow towards each other in 
balance and apparent harmony, as though they know how far to reach 
without disrupting their neighbours, or the light requirements of what is 
beneath them. Plants seem to sense each others’ bodies, and grow for 
the health of the forest. Their lives are more than individual marathons to 
outcompete one another, and grow big and wide towards the sun. 

The intelligence of the forest is visible in terms of how it adapts 
and responds to its environment, but what of that which is below the 
surface? Fingers in soil find a delicate web of white thread-like forms 
known as mycelia, or mycorrhizal fungi. These connect and interact with 
the root systems of trees, forming a symbiotic partnership. With the help 
of mycelium appropriate to a given tree, that tree can better meet its 
requirements for nitrogen, phosphorus, nutrients and water. These white 
fungal webs also grow out towards other trees of the same and different 
species, creating a network of communication and exchange, allowing 
the forest to behave as though it were a single organism. Sugar from the 
trees feeds the fungi, and in return they scavenge the soil for nitrogen, 
phosphorus and other mineral nutrients to share among the plants. 
The fungi and treeroots work to shuffle resources around this network, 
according to who needs what. 

Understanding of ecosystems is well established, but knowledge 
of mycorrhizal fungi, which can extend for kilometres under a single 
footstep, is relatively new science. Ideas about this hidden language of 
trees have captured Walker’s imagination, informed by literature such 

as The Hidden Life of Trees by Peter Wohlleben and The Overstory by 
Richard Powers. Walker has a deep respect for nature, but also honesty 
about our fractured relationship with it. She spent part of her childhood 
on a bushy rural property near Cootamundra, south-west NSW, as well as 
living in Sydney and sailing and travelling the world with her free-spirited 
family. This instilled in her an awareness of the natural world that has 
remained with her in her adult life. For the last 18 years she has lived in 
the Northern Rivers, where constant balance and imbalance is visible, in 
patches of remnant rainforest, and in disrupted land covered with weeds 
such as farmer’s friend, lantana and camphor laurel. In this subtropical 
area, it is easy to imagine that if we left the land to its own devices it 
would find a new balance. Our impatience is that nature follows its own 
timeline, and the lives of mature trees in a complex ecosystem are so 
much longer than ours. 

Walker’s new body of work makes reference to this underground 
intelligence. It evokes worlds of relationship, exchange and even love 
existing in the soil. The paintings contain electric webs inspired by 
mycelium, tree roots and the subterranean movements of water. These 
networks branch out, their tentacles searching for and connecting forms. 

Works start in much the same way as a forest might, with a laying 
down of marks that informs and gives life and purpose to those that 
follow. So the paintings grow, with pioneers creating an environment 
for a succession of other species, and complementary forms and marks 
to live side by side. The process sounds harmonious, but in reality, for 
both nature and painter, the work involved in finding balance is arduous 
and continual. One tree grows up in its ideal position, but others sprout 
in less hospitable places, where life is not viable. In the studio, Walker 
follows an informed process of trial and error, struggle and epiphany. 

The world we see is a world we know. That 
which is above the surface. However, a small 
investigation into an unseen world enables 
us to glimpse at its enormous complexity, 
intricacies and layers. In The Dark Sublime, 
Emma Walker takes a poetic imagining to 
nature’s world of interconnectivity that exists 
underground and on the forest floor.

Her works are not planned out or prescribed. Paint is applied in strokes, drips and pours, 
layer upon layer, and then it is wiped/scraped back in areas, sanded, and the timber substrate 
carved into, until the work reaches a point where she can see that it is working and a cohesion is 
forming. In the completed works we sense this time spent making, and the density of what is below. 
Areas of the works are incised, and deeply textured, others drop out into dark and mysterious voids, 
each space appears to move and respond to the other. A clear area sets off an active one, and these 
hubs of information, like mother trees in the forest, give logic to the composition. 

The web-like lines are also visual devices, leading the eye from one place to another, and 
shifting from positive to negative, and fluid brush stroke to carved incision. The asymmetrical forms 
of the paintings suggest the possibility that what is painted on the surface may extend beyond the 
edges and the confines of the picture plane. 

Inside the paintings forms respond to each other, throwing out light, milky halos and areas 
of colour. They infer chemical reactions, or unseen emotions. This connected world is parallel to 
our own relationships, whether with kin, friends or the broader community. The networked marks 
could stand for many things, from mycelium, to tree branches, river systems, veins in the body or 
synapses inside the brain. The mycelium’s above-ground fruit, the mushrooms, are the only non-
abstract motifs in the paintings. These are often painted or carved on board and added to the work. 
They allude to a different dimension, as imagery drifts from below ground to above and in between, 
in the fluid space of painting. 

The idea that trees communicate has captivated Walker. The works in The Dark Sublime 
harbour an optimism, that despite our exploitation of nature, its complexity is beyond our 
comprehension. One can only hope that its ability to heal is too. Nature is embattled by our 
exploitation of it, but we are a blip in its lifespan. Emma Walker’s paintings do not propose answers. 
They do not summon guilt. They are a slow walk through the forest to allow us to tune into the 
importance of the natural world, and the magic of painting. 

The Dark Sublime exhibition by Emma Walker is on display at the Lismore Regional Gallery 
until 20 October 2019. Join Emma for an Artist Talk at 11am, Thursday 10 October.

WORDS– 
Kezia Geddes
@lismoreregionalgallery

MUSE– 
Emma Walker
@emwalker

PHOTOS– 
Michelle Eabry
(Artwork)
@michelleeabry.photography

Lisa Sorgini
(Artist)
@lisa.sorgini
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Anna-Karina considers life and the 
world in detail. I guess it’s a canny 
skill that all artists have, to spot 
in everyday things, the meaning 
and truth which the rest of us mere 
mortals miss. She is wise, graceful, 
thoughtful and passionate. Oh, and 
humble. So humble that she nearly 
didn’t agree to speak at our last 
Breakfast Club event, and thank god 
she did, because she held the entire 
room in quiet awe with her honest, 
heartfelt words. This issue we dive a 
little deeper into her world.

WORDS– 
Nat Woods
@nat.woods_

MUSE– 
Anna-Karina
@annakarinae

Anna–
Karina

We call this section of the magazine, Muse, and it’s where we 
feature someone who has inspired us at some point, and I was 
reflecting, that you have actually been a muse for the whole 
Paradiso team for quite some time – first with your interview in 
our sister publication, Take Away, and then as one of our speakers 
at Breakfast Club. Who is a muse for you?

Thank you so much Nat, I feel very humbled. Nature, nature is my 
muse. Everything about my life at this moment is guided by all aspects of 
nature. Recently I learnt that the Chinese and Japanese have 24 seasons. 
24 seasons, how beautiful is that? Nature’s rhythms have been given 24 
names, not four. Names such as, in Chinese; April 20 – Rainfall is helpful 
to grain, July 7 – Torridity comes, September 8 – Dew curdles, and in 
Japanese; February 4 – Rain water, March 5 – Awakening of hibernated 
(insects), September 7 – White dew.

There is beauty and poetry right there – observing the rhythms 
of nature is a way of being present to the way of wonderment. I’d like to 
name 24 seasons.
You seem to be inspired by so many different things, how do you 
keep track of all the little inspiring notes you jot down? And 
then how do they go from being little tidbits of information to 
becoming a series of works?

I have an embarrassing amount of journals that are filled with 
notes and drawings. I write everything down and if I don’t have any pen 
or paper, I make recordings on my phone. Sometimes making work can 
be protracted and I wrestle with myself philosophically and conceptually. 

Actually I wrestle with myself daily. My practice is anchored in research 
– I do quite a bit of thinking, writing, reading, drawing and pacing, until 
I’m ready. There are times where I actually just sit and visualise, trying 
to uncover the feelings I need to evoke in the work. I think about spatial 
placement and light, and most importantly, I need to know that the work 
will be emotive and have a visceral language first. Once I feel all parts of 
me are in agreement and are aligned, I literally am in a trance of instinct 
and experimentation takes over.
What are some of the things that have been making their way 
into your journal this week?

“I am trying to wander more, I am trying to breath more, to be my 
lostness.”

“An economics of the deregulation of commerce and of the 
privatisation and commodification of seeds and food, land and water, 
and women and children, degrades social values, deepens patriarchy and 
intensifies violence against women … An economics of commodification 
creates a culture of commodification, where everything has a price and 
nothing has value.” (Vandana Shiva, Ecofeminism, 1993)

“The starting point is simply us.” (Hans Josephsohn, 2005)
Spring is upon us and you can definitely feel a shift in the air – 
people are emerging from their cocoons, ready to tackle new ideas 
and projects. You took a few years out from work – how did it feel 
to return to your creativity?

I took a few years off from my work because I couldn’t work. My 
kiln was vandalised and destroyed. I was going through a very hard time 
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was enormous. I was always saying yes to people and those people took 
advantage of my non-existent boundaries. Now I understand fully what 
is important – a simple life. I had to learn to shorten my morning list and 
make sure I have time for family, myself, my work, and importantly, joy. 
I’ve strengthened my boundaries and can say a positive no. I try and do 
yoga three to four times a week. I realised I wasn’t breathing properly, I 
have a tendency to hold my breath, and this has been life changing for 
me. I found a quiet strength that invites me to have a greater respect for 
my body and mind. I work hard every day to challenge my expectations 
and my internal dialogue. I actively observe myself when I’m faced with 
triggers and question why I feel the way I feel. Kindness to myself is 
paramount, I have nothing to prove to anyone and I say that with love 
and light, not in disease.
You said in your interview in Take Away that you find it hard to 
define your studio because it’s always a work in progress – I love 
that idea – sometimes it feels so hard to confine ourselves and 
our work to a few definitive labels, and maybe we don’t have to! 
What has been evolving in your work-in-progress studio lately?

We are all a work in progress. I find that defining yourself is 
more for others than yourself. People like to know how you fit in their 
narratives, they feel safe if they think they know you and ultimately, it’s 
about their judgement. My studio is filled with work and so many ideas. 
I have to finish off a body of work for an exhibition, I’m making more 
lamps and candlesticks, notes on a journal I’d like to publish that works 
in with a conceptual development and farm I’m currently researching. 
And just this week I’ve had this weird excited feeling about making a new 
body of work that is completely out of my comfort zone that addresses 
silence. I bought a new notebook for it.
Tell us about your beautiful upcoming exhibition and collection.

Mystic Woman curated by Tiana Wallace opens 20th September 
at the Byron School of Art – it’s a group show that I feel so excited to be 
included in. Artists such as Claire Johnson and Leah Fraser, just to name a 
couple, will all be creating work about the female archetype. I’ve always 
been fascinated with myths, rituals and beliefs. Every culture has its own 

narratives trying to demystify our human story. I wanted to create my 
own myth and make small icons, objects of worship. These are the River 
Wives, they are the lovers of land water, they weave the stories of the 
great goddess and that of our own into the very fabric of our existence. 
They are elusive in their silence, guardians of wisdom and gods of 
transformation. Their story is beginning.
Why were your drawn to create lamps?

I’ve always been fascinated with the artists and architects of 
the 40s, 50s, 60s, and early 70s, who were able to cross disciplines. 
Artists were designing building and making functional homewares and 
furniture. Architects were painting and sculpting, glass blowing, designing 
typewriters and furniture. I was inspired by them and wanted to respond, 
I had a desire to design and make something quite odd, almost ugly and 
unfashionable, a piece that didn’t go with anything. I imagined I’d make 
something that fitted perfectly in an apartment in Milan. At the same 
time, I had been researching the origins of the Siren, the female archetype 
is often conflictual in its depiction and is a constant theme of my work. 
I decided I’d make a Siren and make her into a lamp. The concept that 
women are the bearers of light and illumination underpin these pieces, 
for such a simple idea that is actually quite a bit going on there.
And lastly, as someone who once owned a bookstore (and must 
have an incredible collection of books!), what are you reading 
right now?

I have a few books on the go at the moment. I’m rereading 
Vandana Shiva’s Earth Democracy (2005), it’s actually quite extraordinary 
really, I read it in 2005 in my bookshop and if anything, its themes are 
more important now than ever. Chinese Thought From Confucious to 
Cook Din by Roel Sterckx (2019) – enlightening in so many ways. I love 
Confucius’ idea of precise wording. Women & Power by Mary Beard 
(2017) – holy shit!!! Kesselhaus Josephson (2008) – I’m moved beyond 
word, crying and the beauty hurts.

Mystic Woman is showing until 1 October at the Byron School of 
Art Project Space, 122 Dalley Street, Mullumbimby.

personally. I was grief-stricken and traumatised by certain events. In that 
time I had to build myself, I had to repair my broken pieces and learn 
a new way to live. I couldn’t touch clay or anything that was remotely 
creative. I spent most of my time in the ocean. It was the hardest time of 
my life. I started to work again out of a deep emotional trigger – I came 
home from a disturbing experience and was so angry, I couldn’t talk to 
anyone about it so I went into my studio with my dress and high heels still 
on, and right there and then, made a piece that took me four attempts and 
that had to be repaired as it blew up in the kiln, but when it was finished I 
knew I couldn’t do what I had been doing before. I couldn’t make the same 
things over and over again, with a different artist statement or smart title … 
that to me feels so disingenuous. I couldn’t use the concept that continuity 
makes for a lasting reputation – I have no reputation, I have questions. For 
the first time in such a long time, I was excited about working. I realised 
through self reflection and honesty to myself, I would make work that 
would answer all those questions – questions about the human condition, 
about nature, and about our beliefs, and the stories that make us, more 
importantly, questions about myself.
Did you find that your work changed or evolved after your time 
out?

My work is always evolving. It wasn’t so much that the time out 
changed my work, I didn’t become suddenly illuminated or enlightened. 
What my absence did do for me was that I became fearless of my 
medium. I felt I could push it and push myself to find ways to make 
work that I needed to make, I learnt how to engage in my practice fully, 
without any insecurity and embrace any failures as opportunities to learn 
how to repair and reinterpret. Every failure led me to a new idea and that 
in turn helped me fine-tune my technical skills. I learnt to push all the 
boundaries. I had no choice but to expel my demons. My work became 
my therapy.
You said something at Breakfast Club that really stayed with me 
– you said, that in order to do what you love, you need to cultivate 
love for yourself. Can you share with us what you meant by that?

Yes, cultivating self love is a daily practice. It’s actually quite 

extraordinary, when you hold yourself in a space and feed yourself love 
and kindness, that means no self hate talk, not admonishing your failures, 
no guilt, no regret, and no shame – a space that allows empathy and 
compassion. This way of being insists that the choices you make are good 
for you, even if it’s not so good for others. You become more authentic 
and you develop boundaries that allow for greater creativity. That 
destructive habit of comparison and competition is slowly dismantled. 
Your focus is turned inward.
Is cultivated self love an antidote to imposter syndrome?

Absolutely. The thing is, once you practice self love, there is no 
room for imposter syndrome. You strengthen your integrity. You know 
what you need to do and you do it. Please understand that it’s not a 
simple job, you are fundamentally changing your core beliefs and the 
truth is, everyone around you isn’t. You lose people in your life, you 
become clearer, you define and prioritise what is important and what 
you choose to leave behind. It’s confronting and can be lonely – sitting 
with yourself is uncomfortable. The idea that you are an imposter 
becomes irrelevant – you are being and that in itself is revolutionary and 
anarchistic. Not to feel pressure to belong, but only beheld to ourselves. 

It’s a curious thing, imposter syndrome, perhaps looking at it from 
a different perspective may help. Gently ask yourself, “Who am I seeking 
permission from to be?”, “Who do I need to validate myself to?”, “Am I 
desperately trying to tick boxes first before I can be comfortable with who 
I am and what I do?”, “Do I need an audience to cheer me on?”, then you 
have to take a step back and reflect on your answers.
Working with clay, and much like any creative endeavour, 
you really need to slow down and follow the process – how do 
you maintain a life of slow gentleness in a modern world that 
demands so much haste?

Hindsight is both a benefit and a curse. I spent an enormous 
amount of time being everything to everyone, juggling all the balls and, 
while at the time that’s what I wanted to do – raise a family, have a 
beautiful life and work hard – I was always in a rush. Nobody saw how 
I was silently drowning, I actually made my life look easy, yet the work 
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E X P E R I E N C E –

 

Borrowed
Sarah, Suffolk Park

Tell us the plot in one sentence ... The Arsonist 
is a detailed investigation by Chloe Hooper into 
the man convicted of lighting the devastating 
2009 Black Saturday bushfires.
Who was your hero? This is a tough one as it’s 
a non-fiction about a tragedy but I think if I 
had to choose it would be one of the lawyers, 
Selina McCrickard. She took on the incredibly 
hard task of trying to defend Brendan Sokaluk.
Favourite part of the story? Hmmm, probably 
the police specialist explanations as to where 
the fire started and the path of destruction.
What did you love/not love about your 
experience? It was difficult to read about 
the death and injuries of the people effected 
by Black Saturday but Chloe Hooper is an 
incredible writer.
What did you learn? The Arsonist taught me 
more on how society engages not only with 
autism but with wider ideas about how mental 
illness affects culpability. 
Who should read this story? Helen Garner 
and Sarah Krasnostein fans. Firefighters, metal 
health students and workers 

E X P E R I E N C E –

 

New
Anika, South Golden Beach

Tell us the plot in one sentence ... On the day 
that became known as Black Saturday, one man 
deliberately lit two fires near the small town of 
Churchill, Gippsland. This is the story of that man 
and the investigation surrounding the tragedy.
Who was your hero? Detective Sergeant Adam 
Henry – with his first baby just a week out of 
hospital, he took on the task of being one of the 
first investigators on the scene.
Favourite part of the story? I was fascinated by 
the forensic detail that went into determining 
the source of the fires and how they travelled. 
Chloe Hooper’s writing had me transfixed, 
despite the horror of it all.
What did you love/not love about your 
experience? It’s a very visceral read – 
sometimes I got so caught up in it I felt like 
I was a part of the investigation, which was 
gripping but also a little stressful.
What did you learn? That arsonists aren’t 
necessarily evil people – like many perpetrators 
of crime, there is often a sad and tragic back 
story to their life and their crimes are often an 
expression of trauma.
Who should read this story? Anyone that lives 
in a fire-prone area, if only to prepare for the 
worst.

E X P E R I E N C E – 

Borrowed
Gabby, Broken Head

Tell us the plot in one sentence ... In the 
aftermath of Black Saturday, Chloe Hooper 
explores the conditions under which a 
man would deliberately set fire to the bush 
surrounding his hometown and then watch it 
burn.
Favourite part of the story? Not really my 
favourite, but the most poignant for me were 
the first person victim accounts of loss and 
escape in this story which are heartbreakingly 
tangible.  
What did you learn? The socio-economic 
environment in which the Churchill bush fires 
took place may have played a significant role 
in creating the conditions ripe for fire bugs - 
“where the Eucalypts meet unemployment.”
Who should read this story? Definitely not for 
kids but older YA and adult readers.

The Arsonist
– Chloe Hooper

The Book—

Our wonderful friends at the 
Byron Writers Festival read Chloe 
Hooper’s book, The Arsonist, an 
examination of the true tragedy 
and devastation of the Black 
Saturday bushfires.

OUR READERS– 
Byron Writers Festival
@byronwritersfestival
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c ow o r k i n g

Casual and permanent desks 
from $20 / day.

@the_corner_palm
thecornerpalm.com
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Hi Georgia! Many of our readers know you 
as the other half of Brær. This issue we talk 
to music and your four piece band Moreton. 
You’ve been compared to early PJ Harvey and 
Marianne Faithfull. Tell us more!

Yes I’m usually carrying armfuls of flowers 
around the place! But when I’m not I have my guitar 
slung over my shoulder either in my writing room 
or on stage. Moreton is my band and I’m the singer, 
guitarist and songwriter. Those are very flattering 
comparisons! We make our own kind of art-rock 
I guess. I love sounds that are at once dark and 
beautiful, a little bittersweet and cinematic. I write 
a lot about place, which is why I named the band 
after one of the places I call home, the Moreton 
Bay islands. This April we released a song from our 
next record, Circles, which is about the floods that 
happened here in 2017. We have just released our 
latest track, See Yourself, which is a duet with the 
beautiful Irish singer, James Vincent McMorrow. Lots 
more music to come from us this year too. 
Who are your musical influences? 

Most of my musical influences aren’t music. 
When I’m listening to music, I try to be really 
present to it without listening in the context of my 
own music. Writing music is very intuitive for me, 
I’m usually called by an experience, an emotion, 
a colour, a story, a moment that I’ve witnessed in 
nature or in life. It’s like a little lightning bolt into my 
belly and I have to record it, write it down or find 
an instrument straight away. Of course, the music I 
listen to naturally tints the sounds I make too, and 
I dare say I’ve steeped myself the longest in Jeff 
Buckley, Radiohead and The Drones.
What are you listening to as you answer these 
questions?

Thom Yorke’s new album, a little bit of Aldous 
Harding. Today I was also listening to a lot of Grizzly 
Bear and Chad VanGaalen at full volume.
You’ve just released your new single See 
Yourself which is a duet with the incredible 
James Vincent McMorrow – how did this 
collaboration come about?!

James took us on tour in 2017 and we all 
became fast friends on the road. I had just written 
See Yourself and was opening the show each night 
with it. I always felt like it was a duet though, it just 
had that classic form and 6/8 feel like the 60’s R&B 
ballads. I wanted a voice that would really contrast 
mine and in a moment of boldness I asked James – 
and he said yes! Recording was really special – we 
tracked the song live in Brisbane and in fact the take 
on the recording is take one. Then we sent it over to 
James and he recorded his vocals in his wardrobe! It 

was all very serendipitous. James has also become a 
real mentor to me, which has been powerful to see 
artists supporting artists in an industry where we are 
often pitted against each other. 
I think we tend to associate the Australian 
music scene with Melbourne, as a creative 
and a musician, how do you find living in the 
Northern Rivers?

If the birds are bad, I’m bad. Honestly, I 
can’t live somewhere that the birds are covered in 
grease with broken feet and mottled feathers. I’m too 
sensitive to nature, to beauty, to pollution. I need a 
lot of space, light, water and air. And why not have 
it, to gift it to myself by where I choose to live. I 
create a lot faster when I’m closer to nature. I live 
around Bruns, and that river is just such a life-giver. 
But I’m very lucky for two reasons. When I moved 
here I met the other half of Brær, Azzmin, so that 
is a very hearty reason to be based here. And my 
drummer, Myka, lives in Melbourne, so I’m always 
flitting off for a city fix, a gig and some time at the 
galleries which fills me up. I certainly miss going to 
gigs every night, but I also write a lot more now, and 
there’s heaps of incredible music around Byron too. 
One of my favourite bands right now is a local band 
called Mini Skirt. Best lyrics. 
How do florals and music interplay in your life? 

I honestly pinch myself every week to 
think that I split my time between playing with 
flowers and singing. It is genuinely my childhood 
dream – I always wanted to be a singer and have 
‘an exotic flower shop,’ haha! But it’s bigger than 
a lovely routine for me. Flowers are my absolute 
muse. They always have been. Their beauty, history, 
ephemerality, fragrance – they’re very visceral and 
powerful things to be around all the time. When I 
became a florist 7 years ago, I didn’t predict that I 
would find this rich, tender humanity behind the 
profession that keeps me constantly writing. The 
nature of the job is very personal, there’s usually an 
emotion that is trying to be expressed, whether it is 
joyful, sorrowful, romantic, celebratory. The flowers 
and I are the conduits for that expression – people 
tell me about their lives, their loved ones, their 
memories and histories. People write the darndest 
thing in cards and I write them all out by hand. 
And even simpler than that, just watching people 
interact with flowers is so evocative. I will never tire 
of it, and it will never cease to give me endless new 
colours to write music in. 

Listen to Circles and See Yourself on your 
favourite music streaming platform.

Moreton When we exist in a digital world, it’s hard to see the merit of what 
we produce, besides hundreds of words on a little computer screen. 
Thankfully, Georgia Potter weaves her magic in more tangible forms, 
creating visual beauty with flowers at Brær and soothing our souls with 
her melodic tunes with her band, Moreton. After the recent release of 
their new single, See Yourself, a duet with James Vincent McMorrow, we 
chatted with Georgia about music and flowers.

WORDS–
Nat Woods
@nat.woods_

MUSE– 
Georgia Potter, 
Moreton
@moreton_

PHOTO–
Maggie Dylan
@maggiedylan
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The trucks were an engineering triumph. Huge Ford Rangers modified to 
prevail on the hostile desert highways. Expanded fuel tanks, kitchen in the 
boot, solar panels to charge both batteries, two tents on the roof, and good 
company inside – they were oases on wheels. A few songs after we crossed 
Windhoek city limits, with Tom at the wheel of one car and Seb at the helm 
of the other, we got our first taste of the ten days ahead – sand, wind, a 
fence, a power line, and some strange animals now and then.
Dodging lions in Spitzkoppe

We set up our first campsite in the brooding shadows of Spitzkoppe 
– a giant rock formation jutting up from the flat red desert surrounded 
by sporadic piles of enormous boulders and rock hills. We arrived at the 
empty campsite just before sunset with just enough time to fish the camp 
chairs out of the trucks, crack some beers, and watch the sinking sun turn 
the red desert orange, pink, purple then black. It was a special moment – 
we’d done it. We made it to Africa, fled the city and we were camping in 
lion country. And all it took was a couple of flights, two trucks, five friends, 
and seven years off Seb’s life in stress.

I thought we’d feel more exposed camping in the Namibian desert, 
even with the camping restrictions. You have to camp in designated 
areas, probably to avoid feeding the lions too often. But sleeping on top 
of the trucks provided some psychological protection. Like even if a lion 
managed to get so lost it wandered into the Spitzkoppe campground, talk 
its way past the boom gate guard, it couldn’t possibly reach us because we 
were on top of the truck. And lions are famously terrible climbers and their 
one true weakness is 3mm of canvas fastened with a zip.
The would be baby-faced assassin

Our next stop was Swakopmund on our way to Skeleton Bay and 
a golden ghost town. The Swakopmund light aircraft airport felt like a 

well-trampled beach cricket pitch. It was pretty flat, very sandy and totally 
unnerving. Our pilot seemed too young and our plane too old, but we’d 
already bought our tickets, so we had to take the ride. It was a lot of fun 
watching three 6-foot-plus men fold their spidery limbs into the cabin ... 
until it was my turn. The single propeller on the nose of the plane kicked 
into life and killed the conversation. As we putt-putted across the runway 
in preparation to take off, dad’s advice about light aircraft popped into my 
head. ‘Don’t fly in light aircraft,’ he said, ‘but if you do, make sure it has at 
least two propellers.’ Oh no. Oh well. The plane reluctantly took to the air 
and we were almost immediately out of Swakopmund and into the Namib 
desert.

The landscape rolling out below us bled from red dunes into hard 
grey and black moonscape valleys, into flat dusty brown desert plains 
before we reached the coast where the stark desert soared up into sand 
dunes to meet the South Atlantic Ocean. Halfway through the flight, while 
we stared out the windows lost in the depths of our private meditations, our 
stomachs lurched in unison.

The plane lurched up and to the right so our innards did the exact 
opposite and tested the limitations of our seals. Panicked, we looked at 
each other for a blink then stared out the front window – nothing but sky. I 
looked to my right and saw a huge flock of white birds below and behind 
us. ‘Just thought I’d wake you up. You guys looked like you were getting a 
bit sleepy,’ the pilot laughed and lied. The shadow of death still lingered in 
David’s wide eyes. ‘That wasn’t deliberate,’ he said with absolute certainty, 
‘we almost died.’ I nodded. He was right, but it was a lovely view.

You can read the full story of Andy’s trip at andysummons.com/
writing

I think every group of mates has ‘the organised one’ – 
ours is called Seb. He’s a dear old friend, a passionate 
conversationalist and he’s just so organised. He’s the best 
travelled person I know and as such is prone to stunning 
visions of future moments that bury deep into his psyche 
– like celebrating his 30th by driving across the desert 
from Namibia to South Africa. They become important, 
he falls in love with them, so he follows his heart and does 
everything necessary to make them happen. Even if that 
means wrangling four useless mates – David, Tom, Nick 
and me – into two trucks on the other side of the world 
with our compass set south to Cape Town.

WORDS & PHOTOS– 
Andy Summons 
@andysummons

Namibia: 
a long road 

home
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01 THE BRANCHES is a specialty coffee roaster and cafe found in the Mullumbimby Industrial Estate. Owners Pat and 
Tam know their coffee and roast a collection of their own blends. The Branches is the perfect mix of ambiance (their 
new space has to be seen and enjoyed), expertly made coffee and delicious food (try their in-house bagels!). Grab 
your coffee of choice, pull up a chair and enjoy the relaxed vibe of this very special place. 02 Having settled in to their 
unofficial role of The Place To Be in Mullumbimby, PUNCH AND DAISY serves up coffee perfection and real food 
artistry, proudly offering locals cafe credit for trade of home-grown produce. Grab a seat on their comfy couch or relax 
in the peaceful courtyard out the back. 03 Brunswick is becoming a bustle of energy and experiences. JONES AND 
CO were at the forefront of this transformation with their simple but perfect offering of really good coffee and a light 
menu of counter food that pairs magically with your daily fix. Browse the enticing mini shop of artisan homewares 
while you wait for your order – and try not buy all the things. 04 Tucked away in among tiny shopfronts right in the 
heart of Brunswick, TABLEVIEW offers the perfect cup of coffee. Dine in their cosy space or grab a takeaway (keep 
cup a must of course) and sit by the beautiful Brunswick River while slowly sipping coffee perfection. Or, for all the 
parents out there, Tableview is perfectly located right near the fun and often crazy energy of the playground and makes 
for a wonderfully quiet respite while you offer to grab the other parents a coffee. 05 In their beautifully designed cafe 
and studio space, ALLPRESS in the Byron Arts and Industry Estate is a pleasure to experience. Enjoy coffee right from 
the source made by baristas who know their stuff. Grab a cheeky croissant and enjoy the world go by in this beautiful 
location. It’s also the perfect place for a post-CREATURE YOGA coffee fix. 06 Found in the wonderful art-deco town 
of Murwillumbah, KEITH is bringing a little rock, a dash of punk, and a whopping serving of awesomeness to this 
charming regional town. The team at Keith are themselves coffee fiends and serve up a perfect cup every time. To 
nerd out on coffee, simply visit their sister store, KEITH’S SHOP OF REALLY, REALLY, REALLY GOOD THINGS just 
along the arcade and marvel at that Moccamaster you know you desperately need! 07 Discovered for the first time by 
Team Paradiso on a distribution run to Cabarita, RIFF RAFF ESPRESSO not only serves incredible coffee, they are also 
genuinely the nicest people ever! The warmth and joy served with each cup of coffee makes your caffeine fix all the 
more worthwhile. Our team only wishes we had found Riff Raff sooner. 08 One of the biggest coffee roasting success 
stories to come out of Northern NSW is MOONSHINE COFFEE. Located in the tiny town of Federal, Moonshine makes 
the finest and smoothest coffee. Visit their little shop to taste coffee right from the source, made by passionate baristas 
who know how to pour to perfection. Also marvel at the incredible murals painted on their walls by local artists. 09 A 
certified Byron Bay must do is the very civilised line up for a seat at BAYLEAF. From the coffee tasting experiences to 
the coconut cold brew, Bayleaf is an absolute destination for locals and visitors alike. If you have no patience for a line 
up though, just pop in to their convenient takeaway counter and grab yourself a coffee. Stat. 10 Found in the Arts and 
Industry Estate, in a block of units, in a very cool clothing store, AFENDS is a gem of a coffee find. A gorgeous little 
chihuahua watches you waiting for your order in the corner, usually dressed in the most amazing denim cut off vest 
you ever did see. Browse the perfect collection of Afends clothing while the expert barista makes you the perfect cup of 
coffee. Enjoy.

We know this list is incomplete and that there are hundreds of amazing coffee shops up and down our amazing coast. 
We are just scratching the surface of our incredible and thriving Northern NSW coffee culture. Enjoy your favourite cafe, 
sip your favourite coffee and thank your favourite barista for making it just the way you like it. Here are just a few more 
of our favourites:

Our Coffee
Culture

Paradiso put out the call – where is your favourite local coffee experience 
and why. We were inundated with very passionate responses from our readers 
telling us of much loved cafes, roasters, baristas and coffee experiences 
found in Northern NSW. It turns out we are spoiled for choice! The local coffee 
culture is strong and where the caffeine flows, so do the ideas – which is 
perhaps one of the reasons why we have one of the largest communities of 
creatives in Australia, outside of a capital city. So, in honour of this thriving 
scene, and in no particular order, we present Ten Things We Love about Our 
Coffee Culture.

GUIDE–
Lila Theodoros
@ohbabushka

PHOTO–
Alana Potts
@alanapotts

LOCATION– 
The Branches, 
Mullumbimby
@thebranches_

THE SALT MILL
Kingscliff

SPARROW
Byron Bay and Banaglow

ROADHOUSE
Byron Bay

TOP SHOP
Byron Bay

COMBI
Byron Bay

100 MILE
Byron Bay, Arts and 
Industry Estate

BAKER AND 
DAUGHTERS
Mullumbimby

SCRATCH PATISSERIE
Mullumbimby

FLOCK 
Mullumbimby and 
Lismore

FOLK
Byron Bay

CORNER KITCHEN
Bangalow

THE WOODS
Bangalow

SHELTER
Lennox Head

THE BELLE GENERAL
Ballina
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Partner up or go solo with this puzzling puzzle.

ACROSS
8 Shopping ___
9 Frontiers
10  Capacity
11  Impressing
12  Smarter
14  Theme 
16  Competent  
17  More Than
 Unpopular 
18  Birth Place  

19  Justification
21  Fissures
23  Disturbed
26  Panics
27  Portion 
28  Walking Stick

DOWN
1 Beneficial
2 Wrestle
3 Without
4 Knock
5  Professed
6  Author
7  Espied
13  Proportion
15  Task 
17  Managing

18  Pain In The Neck
20  Informant
22  Rubber 
24  Marshy Plant  
25  Bargain  

C
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ss
w
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28

Published annually, Take Away is an exploration of the unique creative consciousness thriving in Northern NSW, Australia and the key elements 
that support and sustain this community. Enjoy feature stories with local creatives, experiential essays, fashion editorial, photo essays and a curated 

selection of the area’s best food, drinks, retailers, experiences and accommodation.

thisisparadiso.com.au/takeaway

A travel and experience annual, Northern NSW, Australia No.01, 2018-2019

OUT NOW – found at stockists throughout Northern NSW or buy online.

Brought to you by Paradiso

BECOME A 
LOCAL STOCKIST

& receive FREE copies 
to share with your 

customers!

Stockist enquiries: hello@thisisparadiso.com.au
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The earth 
laughs in flowers.

– Ralph Waldo Emerson


